ANALOGUE

All perception of truth is the detection of an anology.
Henry David Thoreau

The comprehension that accompanies an artful analogy, the emotional resonance
and distillation they offer, can emancipate our thinking and feeling in the blink of
an eye. Rescued from the false illusion of binary clarity, analogue signals, with
their smooth continuous arc and nigh-on unending range, capture the very quality
Junichiro Tanazaki spoke of when contrasting what he called the “Western cult
of synthetics and the Japanese preference for organic material.” Tanazaki goes on
to argue, “This elegant osmosis of art and shadow is to be found not only in what
materials are used, but in how.”1
Marie Harnett’s studio in London is a secret analogue hideout. There is a feeling
of privacy and refuge in its proportion and intimacy that is commensurate with
the diminutive scale of most of her work. Whilst the tradition of the miniature is
long, and to some degree culturally located, all cultures have a deep and abiding
fascination with the miniature that goes well beyond any Lilliputian fantasy, and
speaks to our deeper need to make - carefully - and this is what Harnett does.
Her drawings are defiantly handmade and yet such is their exquisite detail that an
audience that is increasingly starved of analogue experience and whose senses are
being insidiously recalibrated by pixels and bites might soon be unable to read the
file. Because that is what she asks us to do…to look and to feel simultaneously
using our endangered analogue facilities.
Harnett’s drawings flirt with a nostalgia and sentimentality that in itself signals a
certain longing. Further wistfulness could risk consigning them to the “bygone”
as curious artefacts of quaint behaviours and techniques, but there is something
vital and insistent about her need and ours, to rediscover looking as a handmade
proposition. And what we might mistake for nostalgia is, in fact, a craving for
looking itself – closely, for privacy and for an analogue world that is struggling for
breath amidst the digital onslaught.
Sofie Muller’s studio is a different kind of sanctuary. Extending over multiple floors
of a handsome Ghent carriage-house, Muller moves between a series of laboratories
- discreet spaces that in that guarded European manner turn their back to the street,
shuttering out the outside world to focus inside. The building itself shows endless
evidence of the handmade – it is in the genealogy of the material. The doors, the
floorboards, the wooden balustrade that articulates the elegant staircase, all shaped
and polished by centuries of touch.
1. Tanazaki, Junichiro, In Praise of Shadows: Ancient Japanese Aesthetics and Why Every Technology is a Technology of Thought
(Leete’s Island Books U.S.A,1980), pg 363.

Studio Sofie Muller, Ghent, Belgium, 2018

Rather than using an orthodox plinth Muller chars the very structures that the
sculptures rest on. Their blackened carbon surface yet another memorandum that life
itself is a fragile mineral action.
James White’s studio is spruce. Like Muller’s, it is something of a laboratory but
certainly more 21st century than hers, more C.S.I. than Madame Curie. It has an
atmosphere of close observation and experimentation complete with chemical agents,
astringent and unstable. All this sanitation conceals a gaze that is directed towards the
ashtrays and emptied shot-glasses, into the basins and down the drains. The achromatic
rendering White favours dovetails with their apparently desaturated emotional register.
But there is something deeply compelling, even unnerving about these “wet” areas
with their wipe-down surfaces. Their gleam and sheen discomposes the picture plane
into shards of image and reflection so that the compositions are simultaneously
clear and uncertain. White’s paintings don’t leverage any of the tender nostalgia that
Harnett’s do, but in their black and white lucidity they insinuate something of an 80s
crime scene…Colombo meets Jane Tennyson. This character is subtly enhanced by the
vitrine-like form of the Perspex boxes that frame and conserve his forensic reportage.

Studio James White, London, 2019

Muller also lives with exquisite artworks from centuries past, diverse ‘objet’ that are
all resolutely analogue. Her home itself is a kind of sprawling cabinet of curiosities
celebrating the Orphic beauty that is reflected in Sofie’s fundamental enthusiasms,
but accompanying this there is a Cimmerian melancholia too, a deep interiority that
permeates Sofie’s own works.
Both the sculptures and drawings are made using carefully chosen alabaster. In the
sculptures Hand 1 and 2, hands emerge from their mineral hibernation, morphing
the rocks rough-hewn topography into exquisite forms, their anatomy tempted with
freedom by Sofie’s patient archaeology, but ultimately captive of their crystalline
derivation. There are seams where the smooth white alabaster is invaded by foreign
strains of crystallization. Muller encourages these “vein networks” welcoming the
undoing of the purity of the form that they bring. The impairment they imply is a
potent metaphor for the mineral corrosion and degeneration in human life.

Suspiciously hi-res, it is upon close inspection that James White’s paintings reveal
their analogue biography. Their subtly tangential viewpoints imply a series of fleeting
glances that strategically reassemble to form the composition. The dislocated pictorial
fields lend it sufficient coherence but deliberately fall short of sober stability. White is
also content to reveal the brushstroke and a sense of the material, albeit discreetly –
but one gets the impression that White’s vision is distinctly slow-speed. The patience
and focus demanded to paint in this manner signals more about the painter and the
concentration and scrutiny in his looking than it does about the shimmer of objects.
White’s scenes are evacuated of human presence, but the debris of habitation remains.
The utilitarian nature of the objects he selects prunes away sentimentality but not all
compassion. In updating 19th century Still Life symbolism White uses a considerably
cooler forensic lens and a candid touch so as to encourage a somatic looking and
feeling. The result is an existential expression of the remnants of the day.
If Harnett professes an ambivalence about her images’ filmic bio, Gary McMillan
openly confesses his devotion to 60s noir and Sci-Fi. There is often the whiff of
dystopian drama close by, but in recent times his paintings have relied much less upon
the cinematic narrative and more on the unlikely resuscitation of the 19th century
technique of pointillism. This proto-digitisation of the picture plane is profoundly
analogue.

Dot by dot McMillan assembles his composition and out of a haze of tiny
brushstrokes emerges an atomised image that acknowledges the inherently unstable
nature of vision itself.
This molecular agitation on the surface of the linen lends the image a vibrato
- a visual quiver that reminds us that sight is not still and seeing is alarmingly
precarious. I believe this visual alarm is at the heart of McMillan’s practice, where
the turbulence of the visual world needs to be both acknowledged and managed.
Painting’s re-ordering of sight through the manipulations of material allows
McMillan to exercise some authority over what he sees, and to supervise this
otherwise volatile proposition. Gratefully, he is only partially successful in this, as
the uncertainty of vision that is so crucial to our understanding and experience of it,
sustains the paintings frisson and buoyancy. It may be that this sensate contingency
is what the hand-made aspires to calm.
Ruth Cleland’s paintings direct our gaze away from centre stage to the stage itself.
Ruth is more attracted to the worn floorboards than the velvet curtain. Her vision
is more municipal than exotic - more likely to drag our attention to the oil-stained
aggregate in a concrete carpark than a utopian vista. The most florid Ruth’s gaze
gets is a baroque swirl in threadbare Axminster. Her attraction to the background
scene is something she shares with James White, along with her reassembly of the
picture plane from adjacent but not always aligned components, piecing the scene
together, after the fact.
If Gary McMillan, with whom she shares a studio and more, cedes that the visual
world is volatile then Ruth seems to place faith in that if we slow vision down,
reduce its scope by applying a rigorous composition and structure, that the act of
painting imposes a stablising scaffold around vision and redeems its role as the
central and dependable mechanism for knowing. Ruth offers us the chance to see
freed from narrative obligations and distractions of entertainment. I’m not implying
there is a Calvinist mission in her work but there is certainly a more Protestant
astringency in her looking. Ruth’s work has an emotional minimalism to it, a kind
of moral realism that is more Bronte’s Jane Eyre than Wyndham’s dystopian Day of
the Triffids that excites Gary.
One can’t help but see a belligerent symbolism in Kevin Malloy’s subject matter.
For some years now he has painted a 30s typewriter and a stereo turntable, both
emblematically analogue instruments - the latter enjoying a significant renaissance,
having been prematurely retired by CD and DAT in the 80s.
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The frontal manner in which Malloy positions the “writing machine” and the Long
Player gives them a curious Nuremberg architecture. The internal scale is uncertain.
Like ambiguous monoliths, they sit front and centre as if they themselves were
the prophetic oracle - more than the writer or composer. Like McMillan, Malloy
vaporizes his composition, (more molecule than atom, more ben-day than pixel),
though his regime of dot making feels more systemic, driven by a measured and
premeditated process. As it is less misty and diffused than McMillan, we can see
Malloy’s “dots” align themselves in regular grids a la a cardboard data card from
the mid-1980s. However, the imposition of formula and computation ultimately
gives way to paintings’ fundamental contingencies. Between oil paint and touch
and the vagaries of light and atmosphere, Malloy’s paintings linger as an overdue
admonition that the veracity of vision has been torn apart by the recklessness of
digital image manufacture and the collateral damage done to sensation. Without
reclaiming vision as a thinking and feeling proposition our visual world will
perpetually lack depth of field and yearn for tone.
For someone so time-obsessed you’d think Ceara Metlikovec would happily
sport a slim analogue watch. Perhaps she chooses not to because her works
themselves relentlessly measure time, test its malleability, travelling back and
forth along her own temporal yardstick. Through a seemingly infinite variation of
touch, her celebrated Maya drawings recorded her own rhythm - a kind of deeper
transcendental heartbeat that extends beyond its role as the corporeal arbiter of
life. In the Maya drawings only the field was set - what happened within it was
determined by an endless analogue of variations.
Metlikovec’s new works even more closely approximate temporal measuring
devices. To make these new paintings and sculptures she has looked to ceremonial
regimes of object making that ancient cultures depended on for measuring and
marking time. The repeated regimes of making were certainly pragmatic, but the
ceremony also unearthed empiric meaning amidst those systems. Like the drawings,
these new works are profoundly about touch and variation. The conversion of
material into symbolic objects has nothing to do with filters and pixilation but has
everything to do with long-practiced dexterity and consciousness.
Kemal Seyhan’s large-scaled paintings are built incrementally using a progression
of small brushstrokes that coalesce into a woven surface that records subtle
variations in pressure and length. These interlaced surfaces oscillate gently with
an intimate cadence that belies the extent of the paintings. Faced with such a large
field Seyhan must be hyperaware of the time and concentration required to build the
surface given the size constraints of many of the marks he makes.

What the artist must aim at above all else is
this: to produce, by any process whatever, a
work which by the life and humanity emanating
from it communicates to the beholder . . .
Medardo Rosso

At first sight, there appears to be a homogeneity within the scope and variation of
the brushwork, but on closer examination one realizes that no two are the same and
this amidst an ocean of strokes that number in the many thousands. Such seemingly
infinite variation defines the notion of analogue - where endless distinction is
accounted for and valued rather than being clipped and converted in pursuit of
conformity.
Seyhan’s Untitled communes with Metlikovec’s grand Maya drawing with its
oscillating screen of vertical bands. Metlikovec’s form is regular, the variation
seeming to exist within the scope and intensity of the neighbourhood of vertical
marks. Seyhan’s is looser in methodology a characteristic driven by the coaction
of the oil paint, brushstroke and the weave of the canvas, each of which provides
moments of ease and resistance. Kemal Seyhan welcomes this irregularity and the
frisson between the material and his hand, and as much as Seyhan sets up modes of
working that celebrate the joy of repetition, his work is ambushed by an emotional
vibration that is intensified by the close tonal range and the weight of colour.
It’s easy to look back through rose-coloured lenses to a time of reel to reel,
quadrophonics, Kodak Gold and Louis Kahn’s famous commitment to
draftsmanship with a pencil, and to believe that the good ol’analogue days were
the days. Perhaps I’m worried that they were and that they’re behind us forever,
but the truth is, despite Joe Walsh’s view, we increasingly have no choice but to
live in both. Though there has been an avalanche of technologies that clip the
analogue wave, reducing and compressing its signal so as to be more compressible
and deliverable, there is a resistance building that celebrates the desire for the
handmade and all the nuances that analogue making and recording deliver. This
exhibition presents multiple reasons to extol Tanazaki’s celebration of the shadow
space – a space where differentiation and nuance, uncertainty and patience reward
an audience in search of the human touch.
Andrew Jensen, 2020

Studio Medardo Rosso, Paris, early 1890s
(right) Sofie Muller at Art Brussels, Belgium, 2018

Sophie Muller
Hand 1, 2019
Alabaster, cotton, sand and burnt wood
(hand size) 17 x 37 x 18 cm
Emma Fox in Studio Sofie Muller, Ghent, Belgium
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Sophie Muller
Hand 1, (detail) 2019
Alabaster, cotton, sand and burnt wood
(hand size) 17 x 37 x 18 cm
(right) Hand 2, 2019
Alabaster, cotton, sand and burnt wood
(hand size) 17 x 29 x 19 cm

Kemal Seyhan
Untitled, 2009
Oil on canvas
200 x 280 cm
Sarah McCrory in Studio Kemal Seyhan, Istanbul
Untitled – diptych, 2017
Oil and graphite on canvas
Each panel 280 x 200 cm, 300 x 100 cm
Private collection, Auckland, New Zealand

We’re captive on the carousel of time
We can’t return we can only look behind
From where we came
And go round and round and round
In the circle game.
Joni Mitchell

Ceara Metlikovec
Sun Stone VIII, 2020
Natural clay, air dried
13 x 13 x 0.8 cm

Most crime fiction, no matter how ‘hard-boiled’ or bloodily forensic,
is essentially sentimental, for most crime writers are disappointed romantics.
John Banville

James White
Atorvastatin, 2016
Oil and varnish on acrylic faced honeycomb panel in Perspex box frame
Framed: 63 x 73 x 6 cm
(next page) The Whiskey, (detail) 2014
Oil and varnish on acrylic faced panel in Perspex box frame
Framed: 175 x 185 x 7.5 cm

People try to function in the real world
- the analog world - while they’re texting in the
digital world, and they run into the car in front
of them. It doesn’t work to be in both.
Joe Walsh

Kevin Malloy
Study : Untitled Spaces, On the nature of the Unknown and the
Known, Between the Nameless and the Named - for Lucretius graphite, lamp black pigment, oil pastel, prussian blue pigment,
titanium white pigment, ultramarine blue pigment, wax on black
arches paper, 2017
Oil pastel, pigments and wax on black arches paper
114 x 77 cm

Ruth Cleland
Room, 2004/16
Acrylic on hardboard (5 panels)
84 x 191.5 cm
(next page) Gold, (detail) 2018
Acrylic on aluminium composite panel
69.5 x 52 cm

Georges Seurat said of his work “some
say they see poetry in my paintings;
I see only science” It could be said
of fellow pointillist Gary McMillan…
some may see poetry in my
paintings; I see only science…fiction.
Andrew Jensen

Saul Leiter
Green Light Against Grey, New York, c.1955
Chromogenic print
35 x 28 cm
(right) Gary McMillan
Scene 43, 2020
Acrylic on linen
45 x 60 cm
(next page) Gary McMillan
Scene 42, (detail) 2020
Acrylic on linen
63 x 84 cm

Rose, 2019
Archival ink jet print on velvet fine art paper, Ed 3 of 5.
Paper size: 55 x 42. Image size: 41 x 31 cm
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